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Labex Digicosme

Digicosme is one of the 103 french LabEx

▶ addresses some of major challenges raised by digital revolution
▶ drawing on potential for research, training, and innovation in Information and Communication Science and Technology at the Paris-Saclay site (Univ Paris-Saclay and Institut Polytechnique de Paris).

▶ about 470 researchers who may benefit from Digicosme
▶ ... and about as many PhD students
Partners involved in DigiCosme

Partners:

Laboratories:
Digicosme scientific axes

ComEx: Intelligent networks
H. Castel (SAMOVAR, TSP) & M. Di Renzo (L2S, CNRS)

SciLex: Software security and reliability
D. Barth (DAVID, UVSQ) & B. Bollig (LSV, ENS Paris Saclay)

IID: Intelligence, interaction, data
P. Dragicevic (Inria Saclay) & C. Hudelot (MICS, CentraleSupélec)

Web site
https://digicosme.cnrs.fr
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Grants and opportunities

M1-level outgoing mobility grants

- Support for a mobility to a foreign lab
- 1000 euros in addition to other grants
- Application has to be submitted by head of master program
- Deadline for applying is 15th of January.
Grants and opportunities

M1 and M2 master grants

- Excellence grant at M1 or M2 level
- 12 000 euros per year
- Internship should be realized in the Digicosme area
- Call starts
  - 15th of January for students out of France,
  - in March for students already in France
- Application submitted by head of M1 or M2 master program
- Application should be submitted for M1 grantee willing to continue with an M2 master program
Grants and opportunities

M1-M2 internship support for hosting lab

- Only Digicosme grantee may apply
- Internship in one of the Digicosme labs
- Internship fully supported by Digicosme
- Inform future advisors about this opportunity.
Grants and opportunities

PhD grants for M2 students

- Contact researchers if you have an idea
- Researchers should submit PhD topic to Digicosme
- Deadline for project application is 15th of January.
Some constraints related to these grants

M1 - M2 grant

- Internship within partner institution of Digicosme
- Publications should mention

This research was [partially] supported by Labex DigiCosme (project ANR11LABEX0045DIGICOSME) operated by ANR as part of the program «Investissement d’Avenir» Idex ParisSaclay (ANR11IDEX000302).

PhD grant

- Publications should mention

This research was [partially] supported by Labex DigiCosme (project ANR11LABEX0045DIGICOSME) operated by ANR as part of the program «Investissement d’Avenir» Idex ParisSaclay (ANR11IDEX000302).
Next events

Junior conferences
  ▶ Junior Conference on Data Science and Engineering (1-2 February 2020)

Spring school

Working group meetings
  ▶ Ask WG leaders
  ▶ See Digicosme Web site

https://digicosme.cnrs.fr